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This matter is kfore the W and Drug Administration (FM) to determine

whether Abraham A. Chapkn, M.D., an investigate of new drugs, should be

entitled to mnt inue to receive investigational-use drugs. Ebr the

reasons given below, it is the remme ndd decisim of the presiding

officer that he is m longer entitled to receive investigational-use

drugs.

Relevant Statutes * Regulations

Section 355(i) of the F&leral FWd, Ikug and Cmmetic Act (Act) 21 U.S.C.

355(i), authorizes Fill to issue regulations permitting qualified experts

to investigate the safety and effectiveness of unapproved mw drugs-that

is, drugs that are intended solely for investigational use. (The term

“new drug” is defined in section 201(p) of the ~tr 21 UOSOCO321(PM

Section 355(i) provides that Fl)A may establish in sub rqulations

renditions relating to ‘&e handling of such drugs that will insure the

protection of the public health, includiq the establishment ti

maintenance of such remrds and the inking of such re~rts as will enable

FDA to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of such drugs in the event
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~roval is sought for the drug under section 355 of the Act. section

355(i) provides that FDA may establish regulations requiring:

(3) the establishment ad maintenanm of such records,

and the makiq of such rqprts to the *cretary, by the

manufacturer or the sponsor of the investigatim of such

drq, of data (including but mt limited to analytical

repxts by investigators) obtaind as the result of such

investigational use of such drug, as the Secretary finds will

enable him to evaluate the safety ad

drq in the event of the filing of an

to subsectim (b).

effectiveness of such

application pxsuant

21 U.S.C. 355(i) (3)

me relevant regulations relatirrj to disqualifications of investigators

for failure to maintain the required remrds are found in 21 QXle of

Neral Rqilations s 312.1(c).

(c)(1) Whenever the F&d and Drug Administration has information

indicating that an investigator has repeatedly or deliberately

failed to comply

outlined in Rxm

(a)(12) and (13)

with the renditions of these exmpting regulations

F&1572 or F’&1573, set forth in paragraphs

of this section, or has suhnitted to the sponsor

of the investigation false information in his Fbrm FB1572 or

.—=
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FD-1573 or in any required report, the Bureau

the investigator written mtice of the rotter

general terms ad offer him an o~rtunity to

an i.nformd mnference and/or in writing. If

of Drugs will furnish

mmplained of in

explain the matter in

an explanation is-

offered but not accepted by the Bureau of Drugs, the investigator

shall have an ~rtunity for a regulatory &aring before the ~

and Drug Administration pursuant to Part 16 of this chapter, on the

question of whether the investigator is entitled to receive

investigational new drugs.

(2) After evaluating all available information, including any

explanation @ assuranm presentd by the investigator, if the

&m&sioner determines that the investigator has repeatdly or

deliberately failed to comply with the conditions of the exempting

regulations in this section or

sulxnitted false information to

has failed to furnish tiequate

has re~atdly m deliberately

the sponsor of an investigation and

assurance that the renditions of the

exenq?tion will be met, the ~issioner will noti~ the

investigator and the sponsor of any investigation in tiich he has

been namd as a partici~nt that the investigator is not entitld

to receive investigational-use drugs with a statemnt of the ksis

for suti determination.

W renditions referred to in 21 CFR 312.1(c) (“paragraphs (a)(12) and

(13) of this section”) provide in relevant part:
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6(c) W investigator is required to prepare W

maintain adequate mse histories designed to mmrd

all observations and other data pertinent to the

clinical Pharmmlogy.

21 CFR 312.1(a) (12) Form HI-1572

4(c) The investigator is requiti to prepare a

maintain z&quate and accurate mse histories

desigti to recmd all obsematiom d other data pertinent to the

investigation m each individual

treated with the drug or mployd as a control in

the investigation.

21 Cl?R 312.1(a) (13) Form 01573

BAcK~

By letter of March 9, 1978, the Bureau of Drugs tivised Dr. Chaplan that

based on an October 19, 1977, inspectim of his facilities d metlmds for

the testing of four named investigational-me drugs, the Bureau klieved

that Dr. Chaplan hti repeatedly ard deliberately failed to mmply with the

FDA regulations governing the use of investigatioti drugs. Dr. Chaplan

.
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was advised Specifi=lly that the followiq matters showed no~liance

with the regulations:

1. A lack of patient

Dr. Chaplan for

2. A lack of patient

Dr. Chaplan for

remrds for the

mmrds for the

study, mnducted bj

in 1975.

study, mnducted by

in 1975.

3. A lack

study,

of patient remrds for a recently axnpleted

Cotiucted by Dr. Chaplan.

In

to

4. Study violations in the study as determined by

fragmentary records of 11 patients ( imdquate pat ient

the

@iCal

histories, inadequate documentation of lalmratory data,

inadequate documentatim of startirq dates, visit dates h drug

acmuntability ).

its krch 9, 1978, letter the Bureau offered ~. Chaplan an qq?ortunity
._

explain these matters in an informal conferen~ and/or in writing.

Subsequently such a mnference was held in the Bu~au of Drugs m April

28, 1978. In additim !&. attorney for Dr. Chaplan,

suhnitted written mnment m this matter to the Rureau m June 26, 1978.
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~ letter of *ptir 7, 1978, the Deputy Gonunissioner notified

m. Chaplan that the Bureau had found his explanation of the violations

(in both the April 28, 1978, informal mnference

ccmnunication of June 26, 1978) unresponsive and

C@missioner’s letter notified ~. Chaplan of an

and Mr.

unacceptable. The &puty

opprtuni~ for a

regulatory hearing kfore the Ebod and Drug Administration pxsuant to 21

CFR Part 16 ti determine whether he is entitled to recieve investigational

new drugs. his letter further advised that the matters ti k mnsidered

at the regulatory hearing wuld be those set out in the Bureau’s March 9,

1978, letter to him.

By mmrandum
-—

Mark Novitch,

of *ptenber 21, 1978,

M.D., Acting Associate

the Deputy Cunnissioner

&mnissioner for Health

designated

Affairs, to

. preside at ~. Chaplan’s regulatory karing. By Notice of Hearing of

September 24, 1978, the presidiq officer schduled Dr. Chaplan’s

regulatory hearing for October 24, 1978. At the request of Gxmsel for

Dr. Chaplan a continuanm was granted ard by Notice of Hearinq of October

18, 1978, the presiding officer rescheduled the hearing for November 15,

1978. The hearing @m as scheduled ad concltied on the sam date.

‘l%Q witnesses were rolled by the Bureau in these proceedings:

Ph.D., a physiologist ti biochemist and

M.D. , a diplomte, of the Amrican Board of Psychiatry and Neurology. me

Bureau in additim introduced seven exhibits into this record.1/ ~. ~aplan did— — — —

_—_
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.——. not testify mr did he =11 any witnesses in these proceedings.

however, introduce 12 exhibits into the remrd.~/ In addition,

presiding officer introdumd two exhibits into this record.~/

He did,

the

~/ Bureau Exhibit A-

ll u

w U

n

.

II

n

11

B-

c-

D-

E-

F-

G-

Curriculum Vitae of

.

~.D,

Study Records

Transcript of W. -plan’s April 28, 1978,

~nference with the Bureau of Drugs

December 13, 1976, Letter frun Dr. lto

Dr. Chaplan

August 15, 1978, Action Memrandum fmm the Bureau

of Drugs to the missioner of W and Drugs

October 10, 1978, Letter and Attachments from

Mr. to Bureau of Drugs

CurriculumVitae of M.D.

2/ ~aplan Exhibit 1 - Investigator Guidelines—
w n 2- Geriatric T&sting Application Medical History

Questiomire

3 - Au~t 18r 1976, Letter f~ IX. Chap@ tO

“Dear ~lleague”

m 4- Consent Fbm for Administration of
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Chaplan B&i-bit 5 -

6-

7-

8-

9-

10-

11-

12-

~cember 18, 1976, Letter from Dr. Chaplan

to Dr.

Demnber 14, 1976, Letter frm

Dr.

February 5, 1977, Ietter from Dr. Chaplan to

to

Dr.

May 24, 1977, Letter from

Dr. ~aplan

~r 13, 1976, Letter frm

Dr. Chaplan

May 26, 1977, letter fnm Dr.

Dr. Chaplan

Statemnt of Dr. -plan’s TEaching Schedule at

Hospital

“Principles and Problems in Establishing the

Efficacy of Psychotropic Agents” (Wm official

mtice of by the presiding officer-not =lnittd)

~\ Presiding Officer Exhibit A- December 27, 1976, Letter frm

Dr. to Dr. Chaplan

n w n B- “Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of

Mtal Disorders (DSM-11)”
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At the conclusion of the hearing the presidirq officer orderd the record
. .

of the proceedings & held qen for a ~riod beyond the receipt of the

transcript by the parties for receipt of written sutnissions. ~ letter

of hbvember 27, 1978, the transcript was provided to munsel for lmth

Dr. Chapbn and the Bureau, and the parties were advisd that the record

would be closed as of Demmber 14, 1978.

submissim entitld “Memrandum Sukxnitted

Chaplan” was remived fran Mr.

submission entitled “=t-Hearing Briefn was

Can@ell, Jr., ~unsel for the Bureau. BXh

Within the time allotted a

on Behalf of Dr. Abraham A.

~unsel for Dr. Chaplan, and a

part of this remrd.

,

DISCUSSION

me Need for Records

received f ran Mr. Fletcher E.

sulxniss ions are included as

At issue in this matter is the adequaq of Dr. Abraham A. Chaplan’s

ptient records with respect

invest igat ioml-use drugs,

The Bureau contends that Dr.

to his clinical studies m the

and

Chaplan’s remrds were inadequate to

establish pat ient diagnosis ad thus assure pqr selectim of subjects

in these experiments, to provide for adequate ptient follmup and to

provide for verif icatim of patient obsemat ions..~.—

-9-
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clinical resear* gmemed by ~ regulations it is not POSSible for these
_———__—

regulations to delineate for each ~ividual situation specifically what

records ad documentation are required. What the regulations * require

is that adequate and accurate patient records that are ~rtinent b the

particular clinical study be maintained by the investigator. .

‘I’he minimum remrds essential for scientific evaluation of a particular

clinical investigation, however, is fully understod by the scientific

comnunity. Dr. “ in his testimony described what instituted an

adequate case history W why a case histozy was essential to tk conduct

of a clinical investigation, especially a psychiatric or neurqsychiatric

investigation (Tr. 115-118). ~ describing tk difference belween a case

history and a case report (PRF) he stated:

A case report is different fran the history, in that it represents
.

a cross-sectional description at a given point in time of a patient

who is tier treabnent or investigation. It’s a tiny bit of a

history, just like what we’re doing mw is pmt of the history of

the FT2A, becau= it’s a cross-sectim of one of the things that’s

happening. A history describes a longitudinal process with all the

various cross-sections that make up that longitudinal section,

longitudinal strip (TRe 199).

The study

With respect to Dr. Chaplan’s study, Dr. , pointed out

_—— need for case histories for the pmpse of establishing the diagnosis

selection of the study ppulation. & stated:

the

-11–
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‘he Bureau @ntends that such

stand-pint

addition to

experiment.

study there

of patient safety

remrds are mt only mcessary &m the

(safe ail appropriate treatment) but in

establish the reliability and reproducibility of the

The Bureau further contends that with respect Of the . .

exists discrepancies between the data mntained in what

patient remrds that do exist ad that contained in the Patient Reports

RXlns ● ~. Chaplan mntends that the mse re~rts (Patient ~rd ~rms a

or PRFs) are themselves adquate records f run the stand-point of clinical

invest igations and that a clinical investigator has m obligation of

maintainiq clinical records on subjects of clinical investigations beyond

them ●

~. Chaplan had signed and suhnitted to the sponsor a ~rm FD-1573,—

“ Statenent of Investigator” for each of the four investigational-use drugs
.
at issue in this hearing (Bureau Exhibit F) . F&m FD-1573, mntii~ in

the Investigational New Drug Regulations (21 CFTZ312.1(a) ( 13 ) ) provides

in part:

4(c) the investigator is requird to prepre and maintain adequate

ti accurate case histories designd to record all obsemat ions and

other data pertinent to the investigate ion m each individual

treated with the drug or employd as a control in the

invest igation.

It is, of murse, a basic tenet of scientific investigation that

doammtation be made of all obsemations. Unsupported ti undocumented

.—-_—— obsemat ions stand alone and as a matter of simple experience are unmrthy

of scientific credibility. Because of the wide variety of types of

-1o-



——__—— In the study I see mt one element of

history. There are very adquate case reports

what I muld =11 a

on the progress of

*e study. There is a statement m the face sheet abut the

diagnosis, which assumes the knowledge of historical data, because

the diagnosis an’ t be made without it. But there is m evidence.. .

at all of any substantiating documents or data that w have

rem ived that could in any way k mnstrued as a

history-psychiatric, medical or general (Tr. 121 ).

I think that especially the study

the utter essentially of the case histo~r

beautifully explicates

because in m way can a

diagnosis of depressive murosis be made without it (IY. 122) .

_——.
The study p-rotocol for (~aplan Exhibit 1 ) provides for ~tient

, inclusion characteristics “Depressed out-patients with a diagnosis of

depressive neurosis (DEW11/300.4 ) .” The parenthetical referene refers

to the “Diagnostic and Statistical -ual of Mental Disorders” Second

~ition, preprd by the American Psychiatric Asociatim (Presiding

Officers Exhibit B). ‘he definition of depressive murosis in the manual

thus bemnes the selecticn criteria

In this regard in mmnenting on the

Dr. Chaplan’s patients in the

for patients in

absence of case

study Dr.

the study.

histories for

stated:

Now, m the psychiatric examination of a ptient without historical

data, you can tell sanething about depression not everything W a

long shot. But you can lmow that mybe a person is excessively

-12-



depressed. But you can’t tell if there is an internal mnflict, if

there has been an identifiable event, unless you ask abut events e

in the patient’s -t life. Nowr it may very well be that all of

this data was mllected on these patients. But there is no reason

to believe that it was ever gotten, except maybe sambdy’s wrd.

lmylmdy could have written down “depressive neurosis: yes. ” (Tr.

125-126)

Further dxurnentation of the need for patient @se histories to provide

for careful definition of the conditim of subjects selected for inclusion

in clinical trials mn be foti throughout the tik retitled, “Principles

and Problem in Wtabl ishing the Eff icaq of Psychotropic Zqents”

( introduced by Dr. ~aplan and taken official mtice of by presiding—

officer (Tr. 174-175)). ‘hat ~. Chaplan considers the tik
o

authoritative with respect to clinical investigations of ~ychotmpic

agents is evidenced by Mr. referral to the bmk in his

cross-examimtion of hth Dr. and Dr. (Tr. 75-76, 149-153)

ad most specifically

W Ilxtor, this

1971. Certainly

Department has a

in his closiq statement:

is a bok that’s been put out by this lXprtment in

everybody doing clinical investigative work for this

right to rely m what it says (Tr. 187) .

Particularly noteworthy to this point is the introduction to the Chapter

of this lmok frm which Mr. extensively quotd in his

-13-



(m. 149-153) ● The intrductim reads in

.

-—
cross-examinatim of Dr.

part (at page 267):

If clinical trials are to be appropriately reviewed and interpreted. .

by government agencies, independent scientists, ad clinical

researchers and if the mst sophisticated statistical proc&iures

are @ be utilized, detaild ard complete docmentatim of the

procedures employed and the material accumulated during these

trials must be easily accessible ti as mnple~ as pssible.

The data which should be mllected and stored must include all

details of the protocol, the experimental design, ard the normal

ranges of labratory values. In addition, the entire clinical

record includirq the physical descriptim of the patient; the

medical and social history; the results of previous therapies; the

status of the illness at the start, during, ad after the trial;

and all the laboratory values determined for each pat ient should be

docmented for every clinical trial.

That Dr. Chaplan’s mmrds for any of the studies at issue * mt even

a~roach the standati quotd above is abtiantly clear fran the remrd
_—

these proceedings.

The 9

in

~. Chaplan’s clinical study on the drug was terminated by the

spnsor prior to its mmplet ion because of mrtain irregularity ies found in

-14-



~ the Patient Report Fbms (PRFs) for this study (Bureau Exhibit D).

Examimtion by Dr. of a sampling of the patient remrds for this

study foum thm ‘~ consist of disorganized notes m bits of paper and

further that there existed discrepancies ktween rotations in these

records ad information recordd on PRFs, as to the dates patients ent-ered

into the study, previous and mncomitant md icat ions received by patients

and dates of ldxxatory analyses (Tr. 33-49, Bureau Exhibit B). DL-.

records

stated :

mnnented extensively m the inadequacies of the patient

(m. 131-144) . In sting up his criticism of these remrds he

So the fact that these things Wren’ t filled out, that other

patients’ or other peoples’ names a~ar m

CrYPtic ~nts that are apocryphal and of

. don’t _ ha+ they got there, I don’t h

this is what’s mant by a logical sequence.

these things, many

fietermi.nate origin, I

what they mean-and

absence of this,

the opposite of this, would k logical; this, ym know, is not a

log ical sequence. It’s very disorganized, very disintegrated, very

fragmentary, ad very difficult to follow (Tr. 138-139).

Irrespective of Mr. statemnt m p. 12 of his pst-hearing

mmoradum: “The records were not that god but not that bad, ”

examination of the patient records suhnitted (Bureau Exhibit B) indicates

that they do not reach the threshold of “adequate W accurate case

histories” as required by the regulations.

-15-
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‘he Studies

With respect to the and studies, the patient records

wxe reported as lost at the tine of Dr. invest igation. ~ring

this hearing it was brought out that some of the documnts relating to the

study had been foti ad were brought to the hearing by Mr.

When the presiding off icer asked Mr. if he wanted to introduce

these documnts into evidence, ~. stated : “No, I will not introduce

them into evidence, for me simple mason: It isn’ t mcessary. ” (Tr.

185) . Since the questim of the adequaq of Dr. Chaplan’s remrds with

respect to these studies has &n raised, either production of these .

remrds or in their absence a shmiq of what these records may mns ist of

so they my be wholly or partially rehabilitated is mcessary to answer

.
these questions. It is obvious that in vi- of Dr. ~aplan’s failure to

produce any remrds relating to these studies the presiding officer mst

conclude that he had not shown that they meet the requirements of the

regulation.

The presiding off icer wishes to mmnent mly briefly with respect to sane

of the procedural issues raised in Mrf post-hearing mmorandum.

mint I - The Instant Proceeding is Illegal: ~unsel for Dr.

(%aplan challenges the proceediq on the basis that an

investigation was initiated because of the statemnts made by a

disgruntled enployee of Dr. Chaplan’s. This matter has no bearing,

however, m the facts developed during the ensuing investigation of

-16-
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his clinical study records. Whether or not Dr. Chaplan was

afforded an qrtunity to rebut this mplope~s information,

therefore, properly had m bearing m whether this matter would-

pmceed to a regulatory karing and what the ultimate mtmm of

that hearing would be. With respect to Dr. Chaplan’s mnvict ions

for Wdicaid fraud, m both occasions when this issue arose during

these p~ings, once by Mr. Kean (m. 65) and onoe by

~o Q@ell (~. 181) ~ tie presiding officer shut+ff all

discussion as beiq not relevant to the p~ings. Again the

only matters at issue in this proceedings related to the adequacy

of Dr. Chaplan’s clinical records, and, there was ample eviden~ in

the remrd to show that these remrds wre inadequate.

mint II - The Procedures Follow= at the Hearing are Illegal: The

Fbtice of Opportunity for Hearing issued to Dr. Chaplan in the

Deputy -issioner’s letter of September 7, 1978, stated that the

matters to be mnsidered at the hearing muld be as set forth in

the Bureau of Drugs’ letter of March 9, 1978. m ruliq at the

hearing by the presiding officer was that the Septenber 7, 1978,

letter would be the governing tiunent (Tr. 10). TW fact that the

____

Bureau wished to further restrict its mse fran the March 9, 1978,

specifications muld in m way be prejudicial to

-17-
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Dr. Chaplan. CWnsel confuses the notice of hearirq (21 CFR

16.24(a)) with the general sumary of the information to ~

presented at the hearing (21 CFR 16.24(d)). The @rtant point is

that by virtue of bth documents ~. ~plan had reasonable mtice

of matters m be mnsidered at the hearing as required by 21 C.FR

16.24(d). brewer, it is significant that at the hearing, @unsel

viewed the ‘only difference” between * documents as relating to

one namd patient (Tr. 9-10).

mint III - The ~uct of the Hearinq Was Not Fair or ~rtial:

TIE rules governing the conduct of this hearing provide in part

—_

——

that: “No mtions or *jections relating to

data, i.nformtion and views shall be made or

(21 cm 16.60 (C))0 m. -11 did tie m

the @nissibility of

considered . . . .“

objectim during

m. cross-examination of Dr. with respect to the

teminatim of the study. ~ presidiq officer did not

huwever, sustain ltr. Campbell’s objection. What did occur was that

Mr. Ca@ell anticipated the presiding off icer’s own objectim to

the line of questioning as king mmpletely irrelevant to these

proceedings. When Mr. was asked to elaborate m hw this line

of questioning may be relevant he was unable to h so

(~. 105-106). While the

with respect to the rules

realized that in spite of

presidirq officer instructed both parties

governing the mnduct of this baring, k

these rules ti because of their training

~ experience, munsel for bth prties wuld (and in fact did)

-18-
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voice objections ard mke mtions. Obviously, the presiding,

officer has the duty to insure that cnly relevant rotters are

present~ at the hearing, whether or not in response to ~

objection f?xm participating COUnSele

In sum, none of the procedural points raised by counsel warrants

dismissal of these proceedings.

QNCLUSIONS

Consideration of the record in this proc- ing requires the occlusions

that Dr. Abraham A. Chaplan has repeatedly @ deliberately failed to

mqly with the regulations governing investigational new drugs in that:

1. ‘Ihere does exist imdequate patient records for the

study, oonductd by Dr. Abraham A. Chaplan.

2. There does exist inadequate patient records for the

study omducted by l)r. Abraham A. Chaplan.

3. There does exist inadequate patient records for the

study, mnducted by ~. Abraham A. Chaplan.

4. There does exist inadequate patient remrds for the

study, mnducted by Abraham A. Chapla.n, and further that there

are inconsistencies between the patient records that do exist for

patients in this study and patient mse reports prepared for

suhniss ion to the spmsor.
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That the missioner of Fbod and Dnqs mtify IX. Abraham A. Chaplan that

he is m longer entitled ti receive investigational use drugs.

Ikte
I

Mark Novitch, M.D.

Presiding Off icer

-—.

.——-.- —.
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE

FOOD AND DR(JG ADMINISTRATION
ROCK VI LLE, MARYLAND 20857

REGISTEREDMAIL
RETURNRECEIPT REQUESTED FEB 281979

Abraham A. ChapIan, M.D.
; Place

Dear Or. Chapl an:

Notice of Disqualification to Receive Investigational New Drugs

I have reviewed the record of the regulatory hearing conducted by Dr.
Mark Novitch on November 15, 1978, relating to your eligibility to
receive investigational-use drugs. At the hearing you were unable to
offer satisfactory explanations for the deficiencies observed in your-
clinical investigations of investigational new drugs as set forth in
the September 7, 1978, Notice of Opportunity for Hearing on this
matter. Therefore, on the basis of all lnformatlon, I am affirming
and adopting the January 17, 1979, Recommended Decision and Report of
the Presiding Officer and have determined that you have repeatedly and
deliberately failed to comply with the exempting regulations for new
drugs for investigational use in that:

.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Patient records for the study which you conducted are
inadequate.

Patient records for the study which you conducted
are inadequate.

Patient records for the study which you conducted are
inadequate.

Patient records for the study which you conducted are -
inadequate; further, there are inconsistencies between the
patient records that do exist for patients in this study and
patient case reports prepared for submission to the sponsor.
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Page 2 - Abraham A. Chaplan, M.D.

In accordance wfth 21 CFR 312.1(c), you are hereby advised that you
are no longer entitled to receive Investigational neu drugs. All such
drugs now In your possesshn should be promptly returned to thefr
suppltere

For ywr Infomatlon, enclosed are copies of letters uhfch have been
sent to all sponsors of Investigations In uhkh you have been named as
a participant, notifyfng them that you are not entftled to receive
fnvestfgatfonal-usedrugs.

Sincerely Yours,

7)’’nn$:~

Comlssioner of Fed’ and Drugs

Enclosures

— cc: HF-1 (2)
HF-2

.* HFC-4
HFD-1
6CF-1
HFY-1 R/F
HFY-21 (Chaplan Files)
WA-225
HFJ-1
HFJ-5 (TRAc #7900473)


